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Yeah, Ive seen stuff like this. Somebody wanted to make some extra cash off it. Ive seen worse and have come across plenty of professional malware and good malware, too. But a simple and less complex attack like this is a piece of cake. Its never a good idea to use torrents for non-torrent
purposes, that always comes back to haunt you. Maybe not quite this bad though, they always seem to settle down to something else after a while. No, I dont think it was the type of malware. Most people wouldnt even know it had to do with Torrents as its not something they would typically concern

themselves with. I havent come across something with that level of infection since posting to this list 2 years ago, but I have seen malware that does try to link you to something sneaky. It wouldnt be a very good hack for someone to get all the payloads they wanted and then just disappear. They
would have to manually infect you. Its even easier to just run the cracked.cab/exe in a virtual machine and then have the virtual machine run it on your system. Since its downloaded from that site, it just needs to go away. Delete the.torrent and.cab. Download your data. Since the GPG signature on
the.deb and their release notes says its a known issue (and it says no public release at the moment), it looks like they are blaming ubuntu as being the source of the problem. I have similar experience with ubuntu because of the way they make the multiverse/universe repos. With all the problems

they had with ubuntu-12.04-desktop-amd64.iso as well as some of the other flavors, I just downloaded ubuntu-14.04.5-desktop-amd64.iso and copied it to a usb drive. System is Windows 8.1. Deleted the MD5 hash of the ISO file and used the hash of the file on the USB drive. Everything works
perfectly!
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